FAST.
TROUBLE-FREE.
COMPLETE.

TM

GREAT EXHIBITS
WITHOUT CONFUSING DECISIONS
Your upcoming show is really important and you just haven't had time to prepare for it.
You need help with:
• Time Crunch – you need help getting through your looong checklist NOW.
• Limited Budget – you won't pay even close to sky-high prices, but you still want
a solid, dependable display that will last.
• Simplified Selection – a live concierge to quickly lead you to a short list of
proven and popular choices.
• Premium Look – in the end, you still want to look better than your competition
and WOW attendees.
ExpressLine makes it easy for you to arrive at the show with an exhibit
that looks like you planned for months, instead of days.
No, the calendar isn't lying. The show is coming up on you
fast. The pressure's on. There's no time left, and you've got a
million things to do. Next time, you'll start earlier but, for
right now, you've got to get it ALL done, and done right. No
re-dos. No postponements. Miss the show and you lose
everything.
The checklist is long, and any shortcuts you can find to
"good enough" will do.

But what's the best way to blast through a
good chunk of your checklist without
compromising quality or results?
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THE FAST WAY TO
“JOB WELL DONE”
Fortunately for you, ExpressLine will let you do way better
than “good enough."
Displayit's ExpressLine kits are proven packages of our most
popular displays that we can deliver fast, often satisfying the
complete needs for an exhibit you can be proud of.

displayit.com
1.800.207.0311

EXPRESSLINE ATTRIBUTES
BUILT FOR SPEED

You can have the premium look you want,
because 3 business days is all we need to
merge your custom graphics with the
ExpressLine model you choose. We even include
free 2-day shipping anywhere in the continental
United States. As a bonus, ExpressLine displays
are compact, lightweight, and easy to set up
without tools to get you into and out of your
shows fast.

DISPLAYOLOGIST™

Although many of our ExpressLine offerings are
budget priced, you'll still get personalized
attention from your account manager... a
Certified Displayologist. Their expertise will guide
you through an expedited, yet comfortable and
effective selection process. You can even have
their personal mobile number. Seriously, who else
does that?

WANT EVEN MORE?
Trick out your booth with add-ons to
make it really special. We have many
accessories that we can prepare and ship
(for extra charge) within a 3-day window,
including:
• Table Covers
• Monitor Stands
• Literature Racks
• Banners and Signage
• Collapsible Counters and Kiosk

"We had a deadline that was approaching
fast and Jack was able to get the displays
to us with plenty of time for us to mock
up our booth before heading out.”
–Justin Clark, Speedway Motors, Inc.

“COMPLETE" KITS

After serving over 30,000 clients since 1996,
we've come to learn what most people
want in a display. ExpressLine packages
come with most everything you would want,
and our Displayologists will help ensure you
think of the rest.

EVERYTHING'S
COVERED

When time is running out, one hiccup can
blow up your plans. You can depend on us
because we don't have to depend on anyone
else to create your display. When you order
your ExpressLine, we handle everything
under one roof. We don't farm out any
aspect of production, from design to printing
of graphics to sewing, assembly, and
packaging. We make exhibits, not excuses.
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Feel immediate
relief from some
of that nagging
pressure
Call 1-800-207-0311

